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Purpose: 
Due to its physical advantages over photon radiotherapy (RT), proton beam therapy (PBT) has the 

potential to improve outcomes from oesophageal cancer. However, for many tumour sites, high 

quality evidence supporting PBT use is limited. We perform a systematic review of published 

literature of PBT in oesophageal cancer to ascertain potential benefits of this technology and to 

gauge the current state-of-the-art. We consider if further evaluation of this technology in 

oesophageal cancer is desirable. 

Materials and Methods: 
A systematic literature search of Medline, Embase, Cochrane Library and Web of Science using 

structured search terms was performed. Inclusion criteria included non-metastatic cancer, full 

articles and English language studies only. Articles deliberating technical aspects of PBT planning or 

delivery were excluded to maintain a clinical focus. Studies were divided into 2 sections; dosimetric 

and clinical studies; and qualitatively synthesised. 
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Results: 
467 records were screened with 32 included for final qualitative synthesis. This included two 

prospective studies with the rest based on retrospective data. There is heterogeneity in treatment 

protocols including treatment intent (neoadjuvant or definitive), dose, fractionation and 

chemotherapy used. Compared to photon RT, PBT appears to reduce dose to organs-at-risk, 

especially lung and heart, although not for all reported parameters. Toxicity outcomes, including 

post-operative complications, are reduced compared to photon RT. Survival outcomes are reported 

to be at least comparable to photon RT. 

Conclusion 
There is a paucity of high-quality evidence supporting PBT use in oesophageal cancer. Wide variation 

in intent and treatment protocols means the role and ‘gold-standard’ treatment protocol is yet to be 

defined. Current literature suggests significant benefit in terms of toxicity reduction, especially in the 

post-operative period, with comparable survival outcomes. PBT in oesophageal cancer holds 

significant promise for improving patient outcomes but needs robust systematic evaluation in 

prospective studies. 
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Introduction 
Oesophageal cancer is the 6th most common cause of cancer mortality worldwide, accounting for 

over 508,000 deaths in 2018.[1]  Despite significant progress over recent decades, long-term 

outcomes remain disappointing with 10 year survival rates of around 12%. [2]  Cancer Research UK, 

the world’s largest independent funder of cancer research, has recognised this ongoing unmet 

clinical need with oesophageal cancer remaining one of four priority tumour sites in their updated 

2017 research strategy.[3, 4] 

While surgery remains the mainstay of curative treatment, chemoradiotherapy (CRT) has emerged 

as an invaluable treatment modality for localised oesophageal cancer in both the neoadjuvant (NA) 

and definitive setting. In the NA CRT setting, the phase 3 CROSS trial reported a doubling of overall 

survival compared to surgery alone making NA CRT an international standard of care. [5] However, 

tri-modality treatment is associated with significant toxicities. A recent prospective surgical 

database, of which 46.1% received NACRT, reported a 59% rate of post-operative complications 

including significant rates of pneumonia (14.6%) and atrial dysrhythmias (14.5%) [6]. Concerns over 

toxicities have been cited as reasons for the low usage of NA CRT in the UK where NA or peri-

operative chemotherapy is commonly used [7, 8]. Of note, the recently published FlOT4 study of 

perioperative FlOT chemotherapy resulted in post-operative complications rates of around 50%. [9] 

For definitive CRT, trial data suggests slightly inferior but comparable survival rates to published 

surgical outcomes in a patient group largely unfit for surgery making CRT a viable alternative for 

curative treatment. [10-12] For squamous cell cancers (SCC), definitive CRT is increasingly considered 

a standard of care, on par with surgical resection. [13, 14] 

Over the past decade, technological advances in radiotherapy have gradually transformed the 

treatment of oesophageal cancer. While many of the reported large randomised controlled trials 

(RCTs) utilised 2D or 3D conformal radiotherapy (2D/3DCRT) [5, 10, 11], in clinical practice today this 

has increasingly been superseded by more advanced techniques such as IMRT/VMAT.[15] The use of 
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these modern conformal techniques widens the therapeutic window, allowing a reduction in dose to 

organs at risk (OARs) while maintaining dose to the target volume. This potentially leads to improved 

survival, possibly due to a reduction in non-cancer related mortality.[16, 17] Increased dose 

modulation also allows dose escalation in an attempt to improve tumour control, the merits of 

which are uncertain; as seen in the negative results of the INT0123 and ARTDECO studies; but 

remains under evaluation in the UK SCOPE 2 trial. [18-21] 

The technological evolution continues with the advent of particle beam therapy, of which proton 

beam therapy (PBT) is currently the most widely available. PBT’s Bragg peak results in a sharp dose 

fall-off at the distal edge of the beam thereby eliminating the impact of the “exit” dose from photon 

therapy. [22] Relative biological effects (RBE) of PBT may contribute to greater tumour control albeit 

with potentially higher rates of normal tissue complications. [23] Whilst this technology has been 

present for several decades, the number of centres delivering PBT has substantially increased in 

recent years, widening access to this treatment modality for patients across the world.[24] For 

certain indications such as paediatric cancers and skull base tumours, PBT is now an accepted 

standard form of treatment and are recommended in international guidelines. [25, 26] However, for 

most adult indications the evidence base is substantially less robust. [27]  

In Europe, the drive to systematically assess PBT, in terms of clinical efficacy and cost-effectiveness, 

is gaining momentum. The European Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancer (EORTC) 

has recently published a report highlighting the evaluation of PBT in tumour sites which may benefit 

from the improved therapeutic ratio as a research priority.[28] The UK’s National Cancer Research 

Institute (NCRI)-funded Clinical and Translational Radiotherapy Group (CTRAD) has established a PBT 

clinical trial strategy group with the aim of delivering high quality clinical trials of PBT, the first of 

which, the TORPEdO study, commenced recruitment in early 2020. [29, 30] The UK’s National Health 

Service (NHS) PBT service [31], once fully ramped up, will have a combined treatment capacity of 

approximately 1500 patients/year, deliberately exceeding current patient demand based on UK 
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criteria. In alignment with wider European strategy, the NHS has made systematic evaluation of PBT 

a central objective, allocating nearly 50% of treatment capacity for research. [30, 31]   

Oesophageal cancer is a tumour site that may benefit from PBT due its location in the central 

mediastinum and proximity to critical OARs. Most oesophageal cancers occur in the mid or distal 

third oesophagus, within close proximity to the heart, lung, liver and spleen. PBT allows 

maintenance or escalation of dose to the target volume while simultaneously reducing dose to these 

OARs. Dosimetric superiority potentially translates into improved toxicity and survival outcomes. 

These links are seen in tumours near the mediastinum, such as in lung cancer where dose to lung is 

shown to correlate with pneumonitis rates and heart dose has been found to be a prognostic factor 

for long-term survival.[32, 33] For breast cancer, an increase of 1Gy mean heart dose results in a 

7.4% increase rate of major coronary events. [34] In oesophageal cancer, the links are less 

established but emerging data suggests a similar relationship between dosimetric and clinical 

outcomes. For example, Wang et al. showed that mean lung dose correlated with post-

oesophagectomy complication rates [35]while Takeuchi et al. showed that mean heart dose 

correlated with rates of symptomatic pericardial effusions following radiotherapy for oesophageal 

cancer.[36] It is clear that PBT, with its physical advantages, may meaningfully contribute to 

improving outcomes in oesophageal cancer. This review aims to assess the current evidence base 

that supports or refutes this hypothesis. 

Aims and objectives 
This review of current literature aims to assess and summarise potential advantages of PBT over 

standard RT techniques for patients with localised oesophageal cancer. To ensure a clinical focus, 

this analysis assesses relevant dosimetric parameters that may result in improved clinical outcomes, 

like dose to critical OARs such as the heart and lung and target volume coverage. In addition, it 

summarises any reported clinical endpoints such as toxicity rates, local control rates and survival 

outcomes. The overall objective of this study is to give an up-to-date and comprehensive overview 

of the use of PBT in oesophageal cancer, its potential benefits and highlight current issues 
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surrounding its use. More importantly, this review assesses if further evaluation of PBT in 

oesophageal cancer, preferably in the context of robust RCTs, is warranted.  
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PICO (Population, Intervention, Comparison, Outcome) Questions  
1. In patients with non-metastatic oesophageal cancer, does PBT offer dosimetric advantages over photon 

radiotherapy? 
2. In patients with non-metastatic oesophageal cancer, does PBT confer any improvements in measurable clinical 

outcomes compared to photon radiotherapy? 
 

Outcomes and Measures 

Co-Primary outcome 
- Proton beam therapy gives a statistically significant (p<0.05) reduction in dose parameters to OARs (e.g. lung 

and heart) while maintaining an equal or comparable dose to target volume. 
- Proton beam therapy has evidence of clinical benefit measured by endpoints such as overall survival, 

progression free survival and toxicity endpoints. 

Secondary outcomes 
- Descriptions of treatment protocols of PBT in oesophageal cancer including 

intent/dose/fractionation/chemotherapy type. 
- Current techniques used to deliver PBT to oesophagus (e.g. pencil beam scanning, passive-scattering) 
- Key volumetric descriptors used to assess proton beam therapy for oesophageal cancer 

 

Eligibility Criteria 

Inclusion Criteria 
- Full text articles only 
- Non-metastatic oesophageal cancer 
- All patients 18 or over 
- Published after 2010 

Exclusion criteria 
- Articles focussing on the technical aspects of PBT planning and delivery 
- Articles focussing on quality of life questionnaire data 
- Articles focussing on health economics aspects of PBT 
- Review articles 
- Non-full text articles  
- Non-English 
- Studies with non-oesophageal cancer patients 
- Studies with non-localised oesophageal cancer patients  
- Studies with fewer than 10 patients 
- Studies with multiple publications on the same cohort (unless reporting different endpoints) 
- Studies using PBT for re-irradiation  

 

Study types for sub-analysis 

Dosimetric studies 
Dosimetric studies; experimental (planning study), prospective or retrospective clinical data 

Clinical studies 
Prospective and retrospective studies reporting clinical outcomes with PBT in oesophageal cancer 
 

Table 1 - PICO Question and Full Eligibility Criteria 
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Methods 
Search Strategy 
A systematic review was performed using structured search terms following the Preferred Report 

Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines. A systematic literature search 

was performed using Medline, Embase, Cochrane Library and Web of Science. The initial search was 

performed on 17th March 2020 and last performed on 17th December 2020.  All databases were 

searched from 2010 to present to reflect current available technology. Thesaurus and natural 

language terms around the concepts of ‘cancer of the oesophagus’, ‘proton beam therapy’, and 

‘proton planning’ were identified for each database. Searches were performed on text wording 

rather than title or abstract alone. Full reference lists of studies selected for inclusion from the initial 

searches were reviewed for additional manuscripts of interest (backward chaining). Citation checks 

of the final selected studies were also performed on Web of Science and Google Scholar on 17th 

December 2020.  Full search methodology including search terms for each database and a PRISMA 

checklist are included in the appendix. 

Eligibility criteria  
Eligible studies were English language studies for non-metastatic oesophageal cancer, involving 

patients over the age of 18. Studies that reported outcomes for re-irradiation or metastases 

including oligo-metastases were excluded. Studies relating to the technical aspects of proton beam 

therapy planning and delivery e.g. motion management, planning optimisation, were deliberately 

excluded in order to maintain a clinical focus, as were studies assessing the health economic 

implications of this technology. Full objectives including PICOs question, outcomes and eligibility 

criteria are detailed in table 1. 

Study selection 
Duplicates and conference abstracts were removed, and remaining articles were assessed for 

eligibility by two independent reviewers (ON, SG). A total of 256 full-text articles were assessed for 

eligibility, with 32 articles selected for inclusion in final analysis. See PRISMA flow diagram (figure 1) 

for full details. The analysis is divided into two sections; dosimetric studies and clinical studies. The 
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first section considers all relevant dosimetric studies, including studies which included comparison to 

standard photon techniques such as IMRT/VMAT and 3D-CRT. The second section considers 

reported clinical outcomes including survival and toxicity endpoints. Five studies included both 

dosimetric data and clinical outcome data. For these studies, dosimetric outcomes are detailed in 

the dosimetric studies section (see table 2) and clinical outcomes are detailed in the clinical studies 

section (see table 3). 

 
Figure 1: PRISMA Flow Diagram 
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Results 
Table 2: Dosimetric Studies  
 

Ref.  Study Design No. of 
patients (n) 
and tumour 
type 

RT intent/protocol 
 

PBT 
technique 

Comparison  Results Notes 

Xi et al., 
2017[37] 

Retrospective, 
Single centre 
(MDACC) 

n = 343 
(PBT, 
n=132; 
IMRT 
n=211) 
Mostly 
distal AC 

Definitive  
50.4Gy/28# 
with chemotherapy 

PS/PBS IMRT PBT superior: 
Lung – Mean, V5, V10, V20; 
Heart – Mean, V30. 
 
No difference: 
PTV coverage; 
Heart V40 

Clinical outcome 
data in Table 3 
 
 

Shiraishi et 
al., 
2017[38] 

Retrospective, 
Single centre 
(MDACC) 

n = 727 
(PBT, 
n=250; 
IMRT, 
n=477) 
Mostly 
distal AC 

Definitive/NA 
50.4Gy/28#  
mostly with 
chemotherapy 
 
 

Mostly PS 
(PBS, n = 
13) 

IMRT 
PS vs PBS 

PBT vs IMRT 
PBT superior for all cardiac substructures 
except RCA -V30, V40; LCX -V30, V40 
 
PBS vs PS 
PBS superior: 
Whole heart - V20, V30, V40; 
RA – mean, V5, V10, V20, V30, V40; 
LA – V30, V40; 
LMC- mean, V20, V30, V40; 
LCX – V10, V20, V30, V40; 
No difference: RV/LV/LAD/RCA. 
 

 

Welsh et 
al., 
2011[39] 

Retrospective, 
Single centre 
(MDACC) 
 

n=10 
Distal 
tumours 

Definitive  
50.4Gy/28 # (PTV) 
65.8Gy/28 # (GTV) 
with chemotherapy 

PBS IMRT vs 3 PBT 
beam 
arrangements  
 

IMRT vs AP/PA 
PBT superior:   
Lung – Mean, V5, V10, V20; Spinal cord. 
No difference: Heart; Liver. 
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IMRT vs LPO/RPO 
PBT superior:  
Lung – mean, V5, V10; 
Heart – mean, V10, V20, V20, V30; 
Liver – mean. 
No difference: lung V20; Spinal Cord. 
 
IMRT vs AP/LPO/RPO 
PBT superior:  
Lung – mean, V5, V10, V20;  
Heart – Mean, V10, V20, V30; 
Liver; spinal cord. 
 
Comparable coverage of GTV/PTV for all 
beam arrangements 
 

Jingya 
Wang et 
al., 
2015[40] 

Retrospective, 
Single centre 
(MDACC) 

n = 55 
Mostly 
distal 
tumours 

Definitive/ 
NA 
50.4/28# 
with chemotherapy 

PS IMRT PBT superior: 
Lung – Mean, V5, V10, V20; 
Heart –V10, V20, V30, V40; 
Cord (Dmax); 
Liver - mean. 
 
IMRT superior:  
Lung - V40, V45, V50. 
 
No difference: Mean heart dose. 

Distance of PTV to 
carina and 
percentage of 
uninvolved heart 
inversely correlated 
to mean lung and 
heart dose 
respectively 

Wang et al. 
2020 [41] 

Retrospective 
analysis of G3+ 
Cardiac 
events, Single 
centre 
(MDACC) 

n=479 
(PBT=159; 
IMRT, 
n=320) 
 

Definitive/NA 
41.4Gy/23# -
50.4Gy/28# 
With chemo 

PS/PBS IMRT PBT superior: 
Heart - V5, V30, Mean 
 
Cardiac dose parameters associated to 
G3+ Cardiac events 

Clinical outcomes in 
Table 3 
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Prayongrat, 
et al., 
2017[42] 

Retrospective, 
Single centre 
(MDACC) 

n = 19 
SCC and AC 

Definitive/NA 
41.4-50.4Gy/23-28# 
With chemotherapy 

PBS - Selected results: 
Mean Lung dose – 4.94Gy (±2.31); 
Lung V20 - 9.45% (± 4.94); 
Mean Heart dose - 7.86Gy (±5.04); 
Acceptable PTV coverage. 

Clinical outcome 
data in Table 3 

Hirano et 
al., 
2018[43] 
 

Retrospective, 
Single Centre 
(NCCJ) 

n=27 
SCC only  

Definitive  
60Gy/30# with 
chemotherapy 
 

PBS 3DCRT 
IMRT 

PBT vs 3DCRT 
PBT superior: 
Lung – Mean, V5, V20; 
Heart - V10, V20, V30, V40; 
Spinal cord (max dose); 
Conformity index (CI)*. 
No difference: Lung V10, V15. 
 
PBT vs IMRT 
PBT superior: 
Lung - Mean, V5, V10, V20; 
Heart - Mean, V20, V30, V40; 
CI. 
No difference: Spinal cord (max dose). 
 
No correlation between toxicities and 
dosimetric parameters 

CI determined as the 
volume of the 90% 
prescription isodose 
surface divided by 
PTV 

Ling et 
al.,2014 
[44] 

Retrospective, 
Single Centre 
(LLUMC) 

n = 10 
AC only 

NA 
50.4Gy/28#, no 
chemotherapy 
information 

PS 3DCRT 
IMRT 

PBT vs IMRT 
PBT superior: 
Lung – Mean, V5, V10, V15; 
Heart – mean, V25, V30, V40, V50, LAD, 
LV, pericardium; 
Other – Liver, Spinal cord, stomach V50. 
 
No difference:  
Lung V20, V30, V40; stomach V20; CI; 
Uniformity index (UI); homogeneity index 
(HI) 
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PBT vs 3DCRT 
PBT superior: 
Lung – V5, V50; 
Heart – Mean, V25, V30, V40, V50, LAD 
LV, Pericardium; 
Other – liver, spinal cord; UI, HI. 
No difference: CI 

Liu et al., 
2019[45] 

Retrospective, 
Single centre 
(Mayo) 

n=35 
(PBT, n=19; 
IMRT, 
n=16) 

Definitive/NA 
50.4Gy/28# 
No chemotherapy 
information 

PBS VMAT PBT superior: 
Lung – Mean, V5; 
Heart – mean, V30; 
Liver – Mean, V20. 
No difference: Lung V20; Heart- V30, V40; 
liver -V30; spinal cord; kidney; stomach. 
 
 

Utilised small-spot 
IMPT 
 
VMAT resulted in 
more robust 
coverage of CTV 
 

Makishima 
et al., 
2015[46] 

Retrospective, 
Single Centre 
(PMRC/UoT) 

n=44 
SCC only 

Definitive 
60Gy (median) 
with chemotherapy 

PS 3DCRT PBT superior: 
Lung – Mean, V5, V10, V20; 
Heart -V30, 40, 50. 

Unmatched baseline 
characteristics with 
comparison group 
 
Clinical outcome 
data in Table 3 

Macomber 
et al., 
2018[47] 

Retrospective, 
Single centre 
(SCCA/UoW) 

n=55 
(PBT, n= 
18; 
IMRT, 
n=21; 
3DCRT, 
n=16) 
Mostly 
distal AC 

NA 
50.4Gy/28# 
with 
chemotherapy  
 
 

PBS IMRT 
3DCRT 

PBT superior: 
Heart – Mean, V5, V40. 
No difference: Heart V50. 
 
No correlation between dose and clinical 
outcomes (see table 3). 

Clinical outcome 
data in Table 3 
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Zeng et al., 
2016[48] 

Retrospective, 
Single centre 
(SCCA/UoW) 

n = 13 
Mid and 
distal 
tumours, 
SCC/AC 

NA 
50.4Gy/28# 
with chemotherapy 

PS/PBS PBT beam 
arrangements: 
 
PA vs AP/PA  
 
PA vs PA/LPO   
 
AP/PA vs 
PA/LPO 

PA vs AP/PA: PA has lower heart dose 
(except V40), comparable lung dose 
 
PA vs PA/LPO: PA has lower lung dose, 
other parameters comparable. 
 
AP/PA vs PA/LPO: AP/PA has lower lung 
dose, higher heart dose. 
 
PA - highest cord doses but all within 
tolerance  

Mid-oesophageal 
tumours excluded 
from dosimetric 
comparison 
 
Clinical outcome 
data in table 3 

Feng et al. 
2020 [49] 

Planning Study 
 

n=20  
Distal 
tumours 
only 

50Gy/25# PBS 2 Superior- 
Inferior (S‐I) 
direction 
posterior 
oblique beams 
(couch 270°) 
 
2 Right-Left (R‐
L) direction 
posterior 
oblique beams 
(couch 180°) 
 

S-I vs R-L beam arrangements: 
S-I superior: 
Lung – V5, V30 
Liver -Dmean, NTCP endpoints 
 
R-L superior: 
Cord Dmax 
CTV hot-spot control 
 
Comparable plan robustness for S-I and 
R-L 
 
When interplay considered, S-I superior 
for heart Dmean and V30, lung Dmean 
and V5Gy, Liver Dmean. Higher Cord 
Dmax 

Matched tumour 
volume 
characteristics 

Celik et al. 
2020 [50] 

Planning Study n=20 
GOJ 
tumours 
(Sievert I 
and II) 

NA  
41.4Gy/23# 

PBS PBT 2 Field(2F) 
PBT 3 Field(3F) 
VMAT 

Selected results (VMAT vs 2F vs 3F): 
Mean lung dose - 8.6±2.9Gy vs 3.2±1.5 Gy 
vs 2.9 ± 1.2Gy 
Mean heart dose - 9.9±1.9Gy vs 
3.7 ± 1.3Gy vs 4.0 ± 1.4Gy 

Secondary cancer 
risk – estimates for 
lung cancer only 
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Left ventricle - 6.5 ± 1.6Gy vs 1.9±1.5Gy 
vs 1.9±1.6Gy 
No difference for 
liver/kidney/stomach/spleen/bowels 
 
Estimated risk per 10,000 patient years 
(VMAT vs PBT): 
Secondary cancer (EAR) - 19.2 ± 5.7 vs 
6.1 ± 2.7  
Cardiac failure (RR) - 1.5 ± 0.1 (VMAT) and 
1.1 ± 0.1 (PBT) 
Coronary artery disease (RR) - 1.6 ± 0.4 
(VMAT) and 1.2 ± 0.3 (PBT) 

Warren et 
al., 
2017[51] 

Planning study n = 21 
Mid-
tumours 
only 

Definitive  
50Gy/25# (PTV) 
62.5Gy/25# 
(GTV+5mm) 

PBS VMAT 
3DCRT 

PBT superior: 
Bone – mean, V10; 
Thoracic vertebrae (TV) – mean dose. 
 
No difference: 
Other bone/TV parameters. 

More significant 
bone sparing with 
PBT for patients with 
larger PTV 

Warren et 
al., 
2016[52] 

Planning Study n = 21 
Mid-
tumours 
only 

Definitive  
50Gy/25# (PTV) 
62.5Gy/25# 
(GTV+5mm) 

PBS VMAT PBT superior: 
Lung – Mean, V20; 
Heart – Mean, V5, V30. 
 
No difference: 
Cord (Dmax) 
CTV coverage (for nominal plans)   

For dose escalation: 
VMAT – constraints 
met for 16/21 cases 
 
PBT – constraints 
met for 20/21 cases 
 
PBT - CTV coverage 
less robust to setup 
errors  
 

Abbreviations:  MDACC =  MD Anderson Cancer Centre, Houston, USA ; PMRC/UoT = Proton Medical Research Centre, University of Tsukuba, Tsukuba, 
Japan; NCCJ = National Cancer Center Japan, Chiba, Japan; LLUMC = Linda Loma University Medical Centre, Linda Loma, USA; Mayo = Mayo Clinic, 
Phoenix, USA; SCCA/UoW = SCCA Proton Therapy Centre/University of Washington, Seattle, USA; Gy = Gray; NA = neoadjuvant; PBT = proton beam 
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therapy; PS = passive scattering; PBS = pencil beam scanning(also referred to as spot-scanning and IMPT); IMPT =  intensity modulated proton therapy; 
IMRT = intensity modulated radiotherapy; VMAT = volumetric arc therapy; 3DCRT = 3D conformal radiotherapy; GTV = gross tumour volume; CTV = 
clinical target volume; PTV = planning target volume;  AC = adenocarcinoma; SCC = squamous cell carcinoma; RCA =  right coronary artery; LCX = left 
circumflex; RA = right atrium; LA = left atrium; LV = left ventricle; RV = right ventricle; LMC = left main coronary artery; LAD = left anterior descending; 
LPO = left posterior oblique; RPO = right posterior oblique; AP = anterior-posterior; PA = posterior-anterior; CI = conformity index; UI = uniformity index; 
HI = homogeneity index; TV = thoracic vertebrae; EAR = Excess absolute risk; RR = relative risk; 2F = 2-field; 3F = 3-field.
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Table 3: Clinical Studies 
 

Reference Summary of 
study design 

No. of Patients 
(n) and tumour 
description 

Radiotherapy 
description 
 

PBT type Comparison  Results Additional 
notes 

Lin et al., 
2020[53] 

Prospective 
(Phase II RCT), 
Single centre 
(MDACC)  

n=107 (IMRT, 
n=61; PBT, n=46) 
Mixed histology/ 
location, 
mostly distal AC 
tumours 
 
 

Definitive/NA 
(47.4% had 
surgery) 
 
Mostly 50.4Gy/28# 
with 
chemotherapy 

PS (80%) 
/PBS 

IMRT Total Toxicity Burden (TTB)*  
-posterior mean TTB was 2.3 times 
higher for IMRT vs PBT. 
 
Post-operative complications (POC) 
score was 7.6 times higher for IMRT vs 
PBT. 
 
Survival 
- Comparable 3yr PFS rate (50.8% v 
51.2%) and 3-year OS rates (44.5% v 
44.5%). 
 
 

145 patients 
randomised 
 
Co-primary 
endpoints 
were TTB and 
PFS. 
 
*TTB is a 
composite 
score of 11 
distinct 
adverse 
events 
including post-
operative 
complications.  

Shiraishi et 
al., 
2018[54] 

Retrospective
, Single centre 
(MDACC) 

n=480 
(n= 272 in 
propensity 
matched analysis)  
Mostly distal AC 

NA 
50.4Gy/28# 
With 
chemotherapy 
 

PS/PBS IMRT    PBT - 71% risk reduction of G4 
lymphopenia. 
 
IMRT/older age/larger PTV results in 
higher rate of G4 lymphopenia. 
 
OS/PFS/DMFS better in absence of G4 
lymphopenia. 

Multivariate/u
nivariate 
logistic 
regression 
models used 
to identify 
factors 
associated 
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with G4 
lymphopenia  

Lin et al., 
2017[55] 

Retrospective
, Single centre 
(MDACC) 

n=580 
Mostly distal AC 
tumours 

NA  
50.4Gy/28# 
with 
chemotherapy  

PS/ 
PBS 

3DCRT 
IMRT 

PBT vs 3DCRT/IMRT 
PBT superior (post-op): 
Pulmonary complications (OR 0.447); 
cardiac complications (OR 0.518); 
wound complications (OR 0.266); 
reduced length of hospital stay. 
 
No difference:  
90 day post-op mortality rates - 4.2%, 
4.3%, and 0.9%, respectively, for 3D, 
IMRT and PBT (p=0.264) 
 
PBT vs IMRT alone:  
Trend to reduction in pulmonary 
complications (p=0.077); 
No difference in cardiac complications 
(p=0.695). 
 
 

 
 
 

Wang et 
al., 2020 
[41] 

Retrospective 
analysis of 
G3+ Cardiac 
events, Single 
centre 
(MDACC) 

n=479 (PBT=159; 
IMRT, n=320) 
 

Definitive/NA 
41.4Gy/23# -
50.4Gy/28# 
With chemo 

PS/PBS IMRT G3+ Cardiac events in 18% of total 
cohort. Median 7m post-RT, 81% within 
2 years. 
 
Fewer G3+ cardiac events in PBT group 
vs IMRT, at 2yrs - 18% vs 11%, p=0.053. 
 
Mean heart dose correlated with rate of 
G3+ Cardiac Events (HR 1.034, 95% CI 
1.006-1.062, p=0.015) 

Dosimetric 
outcomes 
reported in 
Table 2 
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Chen et al. 
(2019) [56] 

Prospective 
Phase I/II trial 
of dose 
escalation, 
Single centre 
(MDACC) 

n=46 (PBT, n=7; 
IMRT, n=39) 
Mixed 
histology/locatio
n 

Definitive/NA 
50.4Gy/28# + SIB 
to GTV (3mm) to 
63Gy/28# 

n/a Dose 
escalation 
study, 
single arm 

PBT vs IMRT: 
No difference in local control 
No difference in overall survival  
 
Whole trial cohort vs contemporaneous 
cohort: 
SIB had superior local control (hazard 
ratio, 0.49; 95% CI, 0.26-0.92; P = .03) 
and overall survival (hazard ratio, 0.66; 
95% CI, 0.47-0.94; P = .02) 

Trial primarily 
assessing 
safety and 
feasibility of 
SIB. No 
randomisation 
or endpoints 
related to PBT. 

Zeng et al., 
2016[48] 

Retrospective
, Single centre 
(UoW/SCCA) 

n = 13 
Mid and distal 
tumours, SCC/AC 

NA 
50.4Gy/28# 
with 
chemotherapy 

PS/ 
PBS 

PBT beam 
arrangeme
nts 
PS vs PBS 

pCR rate - 25% 
G3 oesophagitis – 7.7% 
G3 neutropenia – 7.7% 
G3 nausea – 7.7% 
 
Post op pulmonary toxicity – 33.3%  
Post op cardiac toxicity – 16.7% 
 
No difference in toxicities or outcomes 
with PS vs PBS 

Dosimetric 
outcomes 
reported in 
Table 2 
 

DeCesaris 
et al., 2020 
[57] 

Retrospective
, Single centre 
(UMMC) 

n=54 (PBT, n=18; 
Photons, n=36) 
Distal/GOJ AC 

NA 
50.4Gy/28# with 
chemotherapy 

PBS IMRT pCR rate – No difference, 7% vs. 22% 
(PBT vs IMRT), (p=0.63) 
18m OS – No difference, 83% (95% CI, 
71% to 95%) vs. 59% (95% CI, 50% to 
68%) (PBT vs IMRT) (p=0.31) 
 
Major peri-operative events – no 
difference 19% vs 22% (PBT vs IMRT) 
5 perioperative deaths with IMRT, 0 in 
PBT arm 
 

Unmatched 
tumour 
characteristics 
with PBT 
patients 
having higher 
tumour and 
nodal stages 
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Macomber 
et al., 
2018[47] 

Retrospective
, Single centre 
(LLUMC) 

n =55 
(PBT, n= 18; 
IMRT, n=21; 
3DCRT, n=16) 
Mostly distal AC 

NA 
50.4Gy/28# 
with 
chemotherapy 
 

PBS IMRT 
3DCRT 

Median OS - 73 months, 
1yr OS - 92%  
2yr OS - 77%.  
pCR rate -20% 
 
No correlation between heart 
dose/radiation modality and clinical 
outcomes 

Dosimetric 
outcomes 
reported in 
Table 2 
 

Prayongrat 
et al., 
2017[42] 

Retrospective
, Single centre 
(MDACC) 

n=19  Definitive/NA 
50.4Gy/28# with 
chemotherapy 

PBS - G3-4 oesophagitis – 15.8% 
G3-4 haematological tox – 10.5% 
G1-2 cardiac – 15.8% 
G1 Pleural effusion – 15.8% 
No cases of pneumonitis 
 
1yr OS - 100% 
2yr OS - 87.5% 
2yr PFS - 50.6% 

Dosimetric 
outcomes 
reported in 
Table 2 
 

Bhangoo et 
al. 
(2020)[58] 

Retrospective
, Single 
Centre 
(Mayo) 

n=62 (PBT=32, 
IMRT=32) 
Mixed 
histology/locatio
n, mostly distal 
AC 

Definitive/NA 
(53.2% had 
surgery) 
45Gy/25# with 
boost to 50Gy 
(median) 

PBS IMRT pCR rates – 33% vs 39% (p=0.14) 
G3 Tox – no difference (p=0.71) 
 
1yr outcomes 
Local control – 92% vs 84% (p=0.87) 
1 yr LRCR = 92% vs 80% (p=0.76) 
PFS - 71% vs 45% (p=0.15) 
OS - 74% vs 71% (p=0.61)  

Imbalanced 
patient 
characteristics 
in both arms 

Routman 
et al., 
2019[59] 

Retrospective
, Single centre 
(Mayo)  

n = 144 
(PBT, n=65;  
photon, n=79) 
Mostly AC, lower 
With 
chemotherapy 

Definitive/NA 
41.4-50.4Gy/23-
28#  
 

PBS 3DCRT 
IMRT 

Whole cohort uni/multivariate models: 
CTV per 100 cm3, stage III/ IV and 
photon RT associated with higher rates 
of G4 Lymphopenia 
 
Propensity matched cohort (n=100):  

PBT used 
RPO/LPO 
beam 
arrangement 
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G4 lymphopenia rate – PBT 24% vs 
Photon 60%. [OR 4.75 (2.01-11.24), P < 
.001] 
 

Lin et al., 
2012[60] 

Retrospective
, Single centre 
(MDACC) 

N = 62 
Mix histology 
Mostly AC and 
lower third 

Definitive/ 
NA 
50.4Gy/28# 
With 
chemotherapy  

PS - Selected Toxicity: 
G3-5 Lung -1.6% 
G3-5 Oesophagitis-9.7% 
 
3yr outcomes(estimated) 
OS – 51.7% 
RFS - 40.5% 
DMFS – 66.7% 
LRCR – 56.5% 

Likely overlap 
of patients in 
Lin et al. 
(2017)[55] 
paper.  
 
46.8% 
underwent 
surgical 
resection 
 

Fang et al., 
2018[61] 

Retrospective
, Single centre 
(MDACC) 

n=448 
(n=220 in 
propensity 
matched analysis) 
Mostly AC, lower 
third tumours 

Definitive 
45-50.4Gy/25-28# 
With 
chemotherapy 

- IMRT IMRT associated with more G4 
lymphopenia (OR 2.13 (1.19-3.81), P < 
.01) 
 
Reduction lymphocyte count/higher 
stage/greater PTV associated with 
worse OS. 
 
PBT benefitted lower third tumours 
more in reducing rate of G4 
lymphopenia 
 
Radiation modality not associated with 
OS 
 

Patients who 
developed 
distant 
metastases 
within 1 
month of RT 
(21%) 
excluded from 
analysis 
 
 

Xi et al., 
2017[37] 

Retrospective
, Single centre 
(MDACC) 

N = 343 
(PBT, n=132, 
IMRT n=211) 

Definitive  
50.4/28# 

PS/PBS IMRT No difference in toxicities between both 
groups 
 

Unmatched 
patient 
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Mostly AC and 
lower tumours 

With 
chemotherapy 

5yr outcomes vs IMRT: 
OS – 41.6% vs 31.6% (p=.011) 
PFS – 34.9% vs 20.4% (p=0.01) 
DMFS – 64.9% vs 49.6% (p=0.31) 
LRRFS – 59.9% vs 49.9% (p=0.75) 
 
Patients with stage III disease in 
subgroup analysis:  
5yr OS (34.6% vs 25.0%, p = 0.038) 
5yr PFS (33.5% vs 13.2%, p=0.005) 
No difference for Stage I/II patients 
 
 
 

baseline 
characteristics 
 
Additional 
analysis with 
some matched 
characteristics 
show PBT still 
superior for 
OS, PFS, LRFFS 
and DMFS 
 
Dosimetric 
outcomes 
reported in 
Table 2 
 

Takada et 
al., 
2016[62] 

Retrospective
, Multi-centre 
(Japanese 
centres) 

N = 47 
Mostly SCC, mix 
location 

Definitive 
Two phase RT 
First phase -3DCRT 
36Gy/20# 
2nd phase PBT, 33-
39.6Gy/15-18# 
with 
chemotherapy 

n/a - Selected results: 
Early toxicity– 10.6% oesophagitis 
G3 late toxicity – 1 oesophageal fistula, 
2 oesophageal stenosis, 1 pneumonitis 
 
3yr OS, PFS, LC – 59.2%, 56.3%, 67.7% 
respectively 

 

Ishikawa et 
al., 
2015[63] 

Retrospective
, Single centre 
(PMRC/UoT) 

N = 40 
Mostly upper and 
middle third 
tumours 
Histology n/a 

Definitive  
50-60Gy/30#  
With 
chemotherapy 

PS - G3 oesophagus acute tox -22% 
G3 oesophagus late tox -5%  
 
No grade 3-5 acute or late 
cardiac/pulmonary toxicity 
 
2yr LRC - 66.4%, CSS – 77.4% 
3yr OS – 70.4% 

Patients 
endoscopically 
assessed at 
50Gy with 40% 
given 4-10Gy 
boost if 
residual 
tumour 
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Mizumoto 
et al., 
2010[64] 

Retrospective
,mostly single 
centre 
(PMRC/UoT) 

n = 51 
Mostly SCC  
 

Definitive  
Photon RT with 
PBT boost (n=33) 
Median dose -
80Gy over 59 days  
 
PBT alone (n=18) 
Median dose - 
79Gy over 57 days 
(33-64 days) 
No chemotherapy  

PS - G3 oesophagitis 12% 
Post RT ulceration - 49% 
 
1yr: OS-62.2%,PFS – 45.5%, LRCR- 64.5% 
3yr:  OS – 34.3%, PFS – 24.6%, LRCR – 
42.8% 
5yr: OS - 21.1%, PFS – 24.6%, LRCR – 
38.0% 

Patients 
treated from 
1985-2005 
 
 

Mizumoto 
et al., 
2011[65] 

Retrospective
, Single centre 
(PMRC/UoT) 

n  = 19 
Mostly SCC 

Definitive  
78gy (median) 
No chemotherapy 

PS - One G3 oesophagitis 
1 yr OS 79.0% 
5 yr OS 42.8% 

Patients from 
1990 – 2007 
 
Potential 
overlap in 
patient cohort 
with 
Mizumoto et 
al. 2010[64] 
 

Ono, 
Wada, 
Ishikawa, 
Tamamura, 
& 
Tokumaru, 
2019[66] 

Retrospective
, Multi centre 
(4 Japanese 
centres) 

n = 202 
Mostly thoracic 
SCC  

Definitive  
87.2 Gy (Median 
dose, Mix Photon 
and PBT RT) 
With/without 
chemotherapy 
(59.7% received 
chemotherapy) 

PS/PBS - G2 oesophageal fistulas – 4% (n=8) 
G3 oesophageal ulcer – 4% 
G3 Pneumonitis – 0.5% 
 
3 yr OS - 66.7%, LC- 70.2%  
5 yr OS - 56.3%, LC – 64.4% 
 

 

Ono et al., 
2020 [67] 

Retrospective
, Multi centre 

n=38,  
Thoracic SCC,  
All aged ≥75 years 

Definitive  PS/PBT - G3 ulcers – 5.3% 
No lung/heart G3 toxicities 
 

59.3% had 
Stage I/II 
disease 
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(4 Japanese 
centres)  

82.7Gy (Median 
dose, Mix Photon 
and PBT RT) 
With/without 
chemotherapy 
(42.6% received 
chemotherapy) 

Median survival – 64m 
2 yr OS: 74.9%  
3yr OS: 66.2%  
5yr OS: 56.2%  

 
Ono et al. 
2015 [68] 
excluded – 
likely overlap 
in patient 
cohort. 
 

Sato et. al., 
2020 [69] 

Retrospective
, Single centre 
(NCCE) 

n=44 
SCC only 
All T1 with mostly 
N0/N1 disease 
 

Definitive 
60Gy with 
chemotherapy 
 

n/a - G3 oesophagitis – 2.3% 
No G4 toxicity 
 
CR rates – 98% 
3yr OS – 95.2% 
Local recurrence – 11%, all underwent 
salvage treatment 
 

All patients 
underwent 
close 
endoscopic 
follow-up 

Makishima 
et al., 
2015[46] 

Retrospective
, Single centre 
(PMRC/UoT) 

n= 44 
(PBT, n=25 
photon, n=19) 
SCC only 

Definitive 
Median dose 60Gy 
(40Gy to CTV1, 6-
Gy to CTV2) with 
chemotherapy 
 

PS 3DCRT PBT toxicity: Mostly G1 lung and heart 
except one G2 cardiac  
3DCRT toxicity: Mostly G1, 16 episodes 
G2/3 lung and cardiac, one G5 lung. 
 

Dosimetric 
outcomes 
reported in 
Table 2 
 
Unmatched 
patient 
characteristics 
 
Higher rate of 
adverse 
events in PBT 
compared to 
NTCP models 

Abbreviations: MDACC =  MD Anderson Cancer Centre, Houston, USA ; PMRC/UoT = Proton Medical Research Centre, University of Tsukuba, Tsukuba, Japan; 
NCCE = National Cancer Centre East, Kashiwa, Japan; LLUMC = Linda Loma University Medical Centre, Linda Loma, USA; Mayo = Mayo Clinic, Rochester, USA; 
SCCA/UoW = SCCA Proton Therapy Centre/ University of Washington, Seattle, USA; UMMC = University of Maryland Medical Centre, Baltimore, USA; RCT = 
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randomised controlled trial; NA = neoadjuvant; Gy = Gray; PBT =  proton beam therapy; PS = passive scattering; PBS = pencil beam scanning  [also known as 
spot-scanning, intensity modulated proton therapy(IMPT)]; IMRT = intensity modulated radiotherapy; VMAT = volumetric arc therapy; 3DCRT = 3D conformal 
radiotherapy; SIB = Simultaneous Integrated Boost; GTV = gross tumour volume; CTV = clinical target volume; PTV = planning target volume;  AC = 
adenocarcinoma; SCC = squamous cell carcinoma; RPO =  right posterior oblique; LPO =  left posterior oblique; TTB = total toxicity burden; POC = post-operative 
complication; G1-5 = Grade 1-5; mOS =  median overall survival; OS = overall survival; PFS = progression free survival; DMFS = distant metastases free survival; 
RFS = relapse free survival; LCRC = locoregional control rate; LRRFS = locoregional relapse free rate; LRC = locoregional control; CSS = cancer specific survival; 
LC = local control; pCR = pathological complete response; NTCP =  normal tissue complication probability; EAR = excess absolute risk. 
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Discussion 
Dosimetric Studies  
All studies are retrospective or planning studies with most using data from single institutions. There 

is a substantial variation in radiotherapy intent, dose, chemotherapy protocol, type of tumour, 

tumour location and PBT technique (PS/PBS) used in these studies. The studies generally reported 

multiple dosimetric parameters for lung, heart and spinal cord.  They consistently show an overall 

reduction in dose to the heart and lung although not in all reported parameters. Notably, target 

volume(GTV/CTV/PTV) coverage are not reported in all studies. The studies which include target 

volume statistics report comparable coverage to photon techniques.[37, 39, 42, 52] Clinical 

outcomes were reported in some of these studies and are detailed in the following section. 

Heart and Lung doses 
For cardiac doses, there is a general reduction in most parameters, with the exception of a few 

studies which showed no significant difference in mean heart dose [37, 40] and another which 

reported no difference in V50 heart [47]. For patients with lower third tumours in which CTV/PTV is 

often incident with the heart, there is still significant reduction in dose for most reported 

parameters. Shiraishi et al. reported that dose to all cardiac substructures other than to the left 

circumflex (LCX) and right coronary artery (RCA) are significantly reduced compared to IMRT. [38] 

Wang et al. (2020) reported that dose parameters correlated with rates of Grade 3 and above (G3+) 

cardiac events in their retrospective cohort. [41] 

For the lung, there is a consistent reduction in most parameters. Predictably, in the absence of a 

‘low-dose bath’ associated with IMRT, lower dose parameters such as mean dose, V5 and V10 

showed very significant dose reduction in comparison with IMRT/VMAT with some studies reporting 

an approximately 50% reduction. [37, 46, 54] For higher dose parameters such as lung V40, Wang et 

al. (2015) reports that PBT is inferior to IMRT although these volumes are small. [40] In another 

study, Celik et al. [50] estimated a lower dose to lung resulted in a reduction of excess absolute risk 
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(EAR) of secondary lung cancers per 10,000 patient years of nearly 70% with PBT(19.2 ± 5.7) 

compared to VMAT (6.1 ± 2.7).  

 

Other OARs 
For the spinal cord, there appears to be a comparable or lower dose compared to photon 

techniques. [39, 40, 43, 45, 52] Warren et al. report that mean dose to thoracic vertebrae and bone 

is significant reduced with proton beam therapy. This is postulated to reduce the risk of 

haematological toxicity including lymphopenia. [51] Dose to liver and stomach is reported in several 

studies, with all meeting standard dose constraints. For reported parameters, the dose to liver is 

consistently reduced, the clinical impact of which is uncertain.  

Beam arrangements 
Three studies compared the dosimetric outcomes of different combinations of PBT beam 

arrangements for oesophageal tumours.[39, 48, 49].  Zeng et al. showed multiple combinations of 

beams could comfortably achieve dose and target constraints with the authors concluding that even 

a single PA (posterior-anterior) beam is a feasible option. This paper demonstrated that different 

beam arrangements preferentially spared different OARs. For example, AP (anterior-posterior)/PA 

beams resulted in a higher heart dose, but lower lung dose compared to a PA/LPO (left posterior 

oblique) arrangement. [48] A recent paper by Feng et al. showed that a novel superior-inferior 

posterior oblique beam arrangement was a feasible option and compared to right-left posterior 

oblique beams, may result in lower lung doses and greater robustness to respiratory motion when 

interplay effects are considered. [49] 

Multiple different beam arrangements appear clinically acceptable with different arrangements 

preferentially sparing different OARs with adequate target volume coverage. This suggests PBT may 

allow, to a greater degree than photons, a personalised approach to the radiotherapy planning that 

may be tailored to the underlying comorbidities of individual patients. 
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Clinical studies  
There is only one prospective study of PBT in oesophageal cancer. We identified a further 

prospective trial which included PBT data, but this primarily assessed dose escalation in oesophageal 

cancer. All other published clinical outcome data for PBT in oesophageal cancer is retrospective with 

most patients treated in a single US centre (MDACC). Despite sizable patient numbers in some 

studies, it is likely that several articles report findings based on overlapping patient cohorts. There is 

significant variation in type and location of tumours treated, tumour operability at presentation, 

treatment intent, dose, fractionation, PBT technology used, follow-up schedule and reported 

outcomes.  

Prospective data 
This study by Lin et. al [53] is a Phase IIB single centre (MDACC) RCT that compared patients who 

received PBT in the NA and definitive setting to those receiving IMRT. While most patients received a 

dose of 50.4Gy/28# (91.6% of patients), there is significant variation in type of chemotherapy. 

Chemotherapy regiments used included: fluorouracil (5-FU) and capecitabine (X) plus taxane 

(T)(55.1% of patients), Carboplatin (CP) plus T(21.5% of patients) and 5-FU plus Oxaliplatin 

(OX)(18.7% of patients). The primary endpoint of this trial was total toxicity burden (TTB) and PFS. 

TTB is a novel composite score of 11 adverse events that relies on a multivariate Bayesian model 

that accounts for the incidence and severity of each type of toxicity including post-operative 

complications (POCs).[70] The POCs were assessed at 30-days post op and included 6 potentially 

recurrent toxicities at 12 months. The study reported that mean TTB was 2.3 times higher for IMRT 

and mean POC score was 7.6 times higher for IMRT implying a significant reduction of toxicity 

burden for patients receiving PBT. Three-year PFS and OS for both arms showed no significant 

difference. This trial was approved for early closure and analysis by the data safety monitoring board 

in early 2019, before the activation of the multi-centre Phase 3 NRG-GI006 study of proton versus 

photons in oesophageal cancer (NCT03801876). 
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While TTB is a rational metric that encompasses the complex multi-organ effects of tri-modality 

treatment, it is yet to be widely validated outside the trial. The trial also included patients that did 

not have surgery and suffered significant dropout rates post-randomisation to the PBT arm mainly 

due to insurance denial. Of the 145 patients randomised, only 21 patients proceeded to surgery 

following PBT. In addition, the radiotherapy dose and chemotherapy used in the trial were 

heterogenous although balanced between both arms. Despite these limitations, these results are 

undoubtedly promising. It confirms the safety of PBT treatment and provides the first prospective 

data showing that dosimetric advantage translates to significantly improved toxicity outcomes. The 

findings of the currently recruiting phase 3 NRG-GI006 study are eagerly anticipated. 

Of note, there is a further prospective study by Chen et al. included in this review. However, this was 

a Phase I/II study that primarily assessing safety and feasibility of SIB with no randomisation or pre-

specified endpoints related to PBT. In this study, there was no difference in OS or PFS for patients 

who received either PBT or IMRT. [56] 

Neoadjuvant (NA) 
There are several retrospective studies which reported on the use of NA PBT. In this setting a dose of 

50.4Gy/28# is predominantly used; significantly higher than dose used in the CROSS trial of 

41.4Gy/23#. Lin et al. (2017) gives a comprehensive report of post-operative complications, with PBT 

resulting in lower pulmonary, cardiac, wound complications and reduced length of hospital stay 

compared to photon techniques (3DCRT/IMRT).[55] However, compared to IMRT alone, the current 

standard of care for many centres, there is only a trend to lower pulmonary complications and no 

difference in cardiac complications. Another study by Shiraishi et al.,[54] showed there was a lower 

rate of G4 lymphopenia in the PBT group which in turn, correlates with improved survival outcomes 

and local control rates. In a separate study that included 46.8% of patients who underwent surgery, 

Lin et al. (2012)[60] reported favourable 3yr survival outcomes and local control rates which are at 

least comparable to reported randomised controlled trial data.[5]  
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While these data are promising, it is unclear if these potential benefits translate when a lower dose 

fractionation is used as is common in European practice. Additionally, as surgery is often not 

mandatory in many American centres, as seen in Lin et al.’s prospective study, these data are prone 

to inadvertent reporting bias, particularly when considering post-operative complications. Further 

prospective trials with robust radiotherapy and surgical protocols are required to accurately 

elucidate the benefits of PBT in this setting.    

Definitive 
Most studies reported the use of PBT in the definitive setting for oesophageal cancer. There is a 

substantial variation in radiation dose/protocol and use of chemotherapy. Most studies used a dose 

of 50-60Gy, comparable to current guidelines[71]. Several studies from Japan report outcomes using 

a dose-escalated schedule with PBT in combination with photon RT. Ono et al. (2019) [66] delivered 

a median dose of 87.2Gy; significantly higher than doses commonly used in European centres.[72] 

While most toxicities appear acceptable, 8 patients developed oesophageal fistulas (G2+) post-RT.  

Some studies looked predominantly at patients with SCC of the oesophagus. Here, 3yr overall 

survival rates range from 34.3% to 70.4% which is comparable or superior to most published data 

[73] with acceptable toxicities. The largest cohort (Ono et al (2019), n =202)[66] reported impressive 

3yr and 5yr OS of 66.7% and 56.3% respectively. However, there was significant variation in 

treatment delivered e.g. 72.7% received elective nodal irradiation (58.9% with photons) and only 

59.7% received concurrent chemotherapy. The study also included 55.4% of patients with operable 

disease, including 35.6% with Stage 1 disease, making survival outcomes difficult to interpret. The 

same group also published data on smaller cohort of patients aged above 75 years with mostly with 

early stage tumours using a median dose of 82.7Gy. This showed a promising median survival of 64 

months for an elderly patient group with acceptable toxicity rates albeit with G3 ulcer rate of around 

5%.[67] 
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Studies that treated predominantly AC of the oesophagus generally did not exceed 50.4Gy in 

combination with chemotherapy. Here toxicity rates appear comparable or lower than photon 

techniques except for G4 lymphopenia which is lower in PBT in all reported studies. Survival 

outcomes appear at least comparable or superior to photon RT. In a single centre retrospective 

cohort, Xi et al. superior OS and PFS with a 5yr OS of 41.6% (PBT) vs 31.6% (IMRT) (p = 0.011), and 

5yr PFS rates of 34.9%(PBT) vs 20.4%(IMRT) (p=0.01)[37]. Fang et al., however, in a propensity 

matched analysis of PBT vs IMRT, found that OS was not associated with radiation modality.[61]  

 

Cardiac Toxicity 
A study by Wang et al.[41] specifically assessed cardiac event rates in a retrospective cohort (treated 

both definitively and NA) and found PBT resulted in fewer serious cardiac events(G3+) vs IMRT [IMRT 

vs PBT: 2yr rate 18% vs 11%; 5yr rates 21% vs 13%; p= 0.053] . Moreover, their analysis showed PBT 

had a greater reduction in patients with underlying cardiovascular disease [ IMRT vs PBT: 2yr 30% vs 

11%; 5yr rates 32% vs 14%; p= 0.018)]. Their analysis showed that mean heart dose of <15gy was 

associated with fewer serious cardiac events.  The median length time to a serious cardiac event was 

seven months with 81% of events occurring within two years.  A separate study by Lin et al. [55] that 

reviewed post-operative complications showed no difference in cardiac complication rates with PBT. 

These studies suggest that PBT may not have an impact on cardiac complications in the immediate 

post-operative period but may significantly reduce cardiac toxicities in the medium term (from 3 

months - 2 years post-RT), especially for high risk patients with underlying cardiac disease.  

Grade 4(G4) Lymphopenia 
The rate of G4 lymphopenia is an emerging predictive bio-marker, correlating negatively with 

survival and local control rates post-RT for a number of tumour sites [74, 75]. This clinical endpoint 

has been reported by several studies included in this analysis. Three studies [54, 59, 61] used in both 

the NA setting and definitive settings showed PBT reduced the incidence of G4 lymphopenia, with 

the rate appearing to correlate with an increased size of PTV and a lower tumour location. The 

reasons for a reduction of G4 lymphopenia with PBT is not completely established but is likely to be 
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related to a reduced integral and OAR dose compared to photon RT techniques. A planning study by 

Warren et al. [51] reported a lower dose to bone which may provide a dosimetric rationale for this 

outcome. A more recent study suggests dose to circulating immune cells may be a contributing 

factor including during cardiac irradiation. [76] In their entire surgical cohort, Shiraishi et al. [54] 

showed that absence of G4 lymphopenia was associated with better OS and PFS. However, in their 

matched analysis, there remained a PFS advantage but only a trend towards improved OS.  

Passive scattering (PS) vs Pencil beam scanning (PBS) 
Historically, PBT to the oesophagus was delivered using PS technology which is less conformal, 

particularly to tissues proximal to target volume, compared to newer PBS (spot-scanning/IMPT) 

technology. [77] Outside the US and Japan, most centres are equipped with only PBS technology. 

[24] Two studies compared outcomes between the technologies. Shiraishi et al. found that most 

cardiac substructures received lower doses with PBS compared to PS, [38] while Zeng et al. found no 

difference in toxicities between the two technologies[48]. Most other studies grouped the results of 

PBS and PS, making analysis difficult.  

Other technical considerations of delivering PBT to oesophagus 
Uncertainties in PBT may result in a dose displacement and a distortion of delivered dose resulting in 

potential underdosing of targets volumes and overdose of OARs. The range uncertainty in protons is 

due, in part, to uncertainties in calibration of the patient’s CT to relative proton stopping powers and 

the handling of tissue heterogeneities by analytical dose algorithms.[78] This is especially 

pronounced for regions with large density heterogeneities such as the oesophagus. Factors such as 

intra-fraction motion [e.g. due to breathing (causing interplay effects), peristalsis] and inter-fraction 

changes (e.g. weight loss, tumour progression) further compound these uncertainties.[79] Multiple 

strategies have emerged to mitigate these uncertainties including robust optimisation/analysis[80, 

81], rescanning[82], advanced on-treatment imaging/verification(image guided RT)[83], use of more 

accurate dose algorithms (e.g. Monte-Carlo)[78], and motion management techniques (e.g. breath-

hold, gating)[84]. Many studies included in this analysis were carried out without the benefit of 
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many of these recent technological advances. For example, Lin et al.’s (2020) [53]prospective study, 

which commenced recruitment in 2012, used daily kV imaging rather than cone beam CTs for 

treatment verification of PBT patients. The rapid development and adoption of new technologies 

such as advanced treatment planning systems, on-board volumetric imaging and motion analysis are 

likely to improve the certainty of delivered dose for future patients.  

Another emerging area of interest is the impact of variable proton RBE on control rates and toxicity 

outcomes.[85] While this is a complex and emerging topic that is outside the scope of this review, it 

is important to note that all studies included in this review used RBE factor of 1.1 for PBT indicating 

that this remains a standard approach for most centres. All published clinical outcomes of PBT are at 

least comparable or superior to photons, with no unexpected toxicity signals, providing reassurance 

of the safety of PBT to the oesophagus despite these uncertainties.  
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Conclusion 
There is a growing body of evidence supporting the use for PBT in oesophageal cancer in both the 

NA and definitive setting. However, most evidence is of low quality, being based mainly on 

retrospective cohorts with only one prospective study. The substantial variation in intent, 

techniques, dose, fractionation and use of chemotherapy means the role and ‘gold-standard’ 

protocol for PBT in oesophageal cancer is yet to be defined.  

Based on current evidence, dosimetric advantages over photon techniques are substantial and 

difficult to refute. In particular, low dose parameters of the lung are significantly reduced with PBT. 

Clear but less substantial reductions are seen with cardiac (whole heart/substructures), spinal cord 

and liver doses. Target volume (GTV/CTV/PTV) coverage appears comparable but is not consistently 

reported in all studies.   

For the clinical outcomes there appears to be a significant pattern of reduction in toxicity burden as 

reported in the published prospective study and other large retrospective cohorts. Importantly, 

there is a significant decrease in rate of post-operative lung and heart toxicities, wound healing and 

length of hospital stay. Beyond the immediate post-operative period, emerging data suggests that 

PBT reduces the incidence of severe cardiac events and reduces the risk of secondary lung cancers. 

The impact of PBT on survival outcomes are less obvious. Prospective data suggests it is at least 

equivalent to photon RT techniques and demonstrates the safety of PBT in oesophageal cancer. 

Some studies showed an improvement in PFS and at least a trend to improved OS in comparison to 

photon techniques but again, the quality of evidence is low and based on mainly single-centre, 

retrospective cohorts. There is currently no evidence suggesting that variable proton RBE results in 

either superior control rates or unexpected toxicities. Importantly, most published studies have a 

limited follow-up period of several years, meaning long-term effects on survival of OAR sparing may 

yet be seen. Grade 4 lymphopenia, an emerging biomarker for poor survival in oesophageal cancer, 

may be a potential influence on improving survival outcomes with PBT. 
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An area which is not explored in detail in this review is the high cost of PBT treatment and additional 

resources required to deliver these treatments. This is outside the scope of this review. However, it 

is essential resource implications are systematically assessed in any future PBT trials by including 

robust and transparent health economic analyses as suggested by  a recent review by Jones et al. 

[27]. This includes appropriate use of patient reported outcomes measures (PROMs) with longer 

term follow-up to assess late toxicities. Studies included in this review show that PBT has the 

potential to reduce late toxicities of treatment including cardiac events and secondary cancer risks 

suggesting the greater upfront costs of PBT may be justified with longer term savings.   

Overall, there remains a glaring paucity of randomised, prospective data advocating the use of PBT 

with only a single prospective trial published to date despite the significant numbers of patients 

treated. The groups of patients that will benefit most from PBT are yet to be defined. Future efforts 

should focus on establishing a robust evidence base for the use of PBT in oesophageal cancer with 

well-designed, prospective clinical trials such as the NRG-GI006 study. These studies should have 

quality-assured standardised protocols to ensure real-world reproducibility of results, robust health 

economic analyses to ascertain accurate cost/benefit ratios from PBT and include patient-focussed 

endpoints such as toxicity reduction and overall survival.  Future work should also include the 

development of predictive biomarkers to determine patients who will benefit most from PBT, the 

incorporation of advanced planning techniques (e.g. LET-based planning) and image guidance. 

While there is currently insufficient evidence to recommend PBT as a standard of care, it 

undoubtedly holds substantial promise in the treatment of oesophageal cancer; potentially 

improving outcomes for a cancer that continues to have a dismal prognosis. For this, PBT clearly 

warrants urgent further evaluation.  
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Appendix a 
Full Search Terms  

 
Database: Embase <1996 to 2020 December 15>    Searched 17/12/20 
Search Strategy: 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1     esophageal carcinoma$.tw. (6983) 
2     oesophageal carcinoma$.tw. (975) 
3     esophageal neoplasm$.tw. (435) 
4     oesophageal neoplasm$.tw. (37) 
5     esophageal tum#r$.tw. (1693) 
6     oesophageal tum#r$.tw. (34) 
7     esophageal squamous cell carcinoma$.tw. (12227) 
8     oesophageal squamous cell carcinoma$.tw. (879) 
9     (cancer$ adj3 oesophag$).tw. (5975) 
10     (cancer$ adj3 esophag$).tw. (32237) 
11     (adenocarcinoma$ adj2 esophag$).tw. (8252) 
12     (adenocarcinoma$ adj3 oesophag$).tw. (2353) 
13     exp esophagus cancer/ (64282) 
14     1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 or 7 or 8 or 9 or 10 or 11 or 12 or 13 (77193) 
15     proton beam therapy.tw. (1765) 
16     proton therapy.tw. (5800) 
17     proton beam radiation therapy.tw. (181) 
18     proton radiation therapy.tw. (417) 
19     proton therapy/ (8914) 
20     trimodalit$ therap$.tw. (892) 
21     15 or 16 or 17 or 18 or 19 or 20 (11067) 
22     14 and 21 (546) 
23     limit 22 to (human and english language and yr="2010 - 2021") (466) 
                                                    (8 Anonymous papers removed – conference round ups) 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Database: Ovid MEDLINE(R) and Epub Ahead of Print, In-Process & Other Non-Indexed Citations and 
Daily <1946 to December 15, 2020>  Searched 17/12/20 
 Search Strategy: 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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1     esophageal carcinoma$.tw. (6358) 
2     oesophageal carcinoma$.tw. (1045) 
3     esophageal neoplasm$.tw. (447) 
4     oesophageal neoplasm$.tw. (36) 
5     esophageal tum#r$.tw. (1522) 
6     oesophageal tum#r$.tw. (37) 
7     esophageal squamous cell carcinoma$.tw. (9080) 
8     oesophageal squamous cell carcinoma$.tw. (780) 
9     (cancer$ adj3 oesophag$).tw. (4570) 
10     (cancer$ adj3 esophag$).tw. (25346) 
11     (adenocarcinoma$ adj2 esophag$).tw. (5149) 
12     (adenocarcinoma$ adj3 oesophag$).tw. (1548) 
13     proton beam therapy.tw. (1160) 
14     proton therapy.tw. (3185) 
15     proton beam radiation therapy.tw. (118) 
16     proton radiation therapy.tw. (248) 
17     trimodalit$ therap$.tw. (443) 
18     exp Esophageal Neoplasms/ (51260) 
19     1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6 or 7 or 8 or 9 or 10 or 11 or 12 or 18 (64347) 
20     exp Proton Therapy/ (3845) 
21     13 or 14 or 15 or 16 or 17 or 20 (6104) 
22     19 and 21 (243) 
23     limit 22 to (english language and humans and yr="2010 - 2021") (134) –all already identified via 
EMBASE 

 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
Web of Science Searched 17/12/20 
 
esophag* (Topic) and carcinoma* OR cancer* OR neoplasm* OR 
tumor* (Topic) and "proton beam" OR "proton therapy" (Topic) and 2020 
- 2010 (Publication Years) 
 

136 references – 2 unique added to Endnote 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

COCHRANE LIBRARY 

Checked – no additional refs     17/12/2020 
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Table 3- Full search terms for systematic review 

Appendix b 
Table 4 PRISMA Checklist for Systematic Reviews 

Section/topic # Checklist item Reported on page 

# 

TITLE 

Title 1 Identify the report as a systematic review, meta-analysis, or both. 1, Title 

ABSTRACT 

Structured 

summary 

2 Provide a structured summary including, as applicable: background; 

objectives; data sources; study eligibility criteria, participants, and 

interventions; study appraisal and synthesis methods; results; limitations; 

conclusions and implications of key findings; systematic review registration 

number. 

1 

INTRODUCTION 

Rationale 3 Describe the rationale for the review in the context of what is already known.  2 

Objectives 4 Provide an explicit statement of questions being addressed with reference to 

participants, interventions, comparisons, outcomes, and study design 

(PICOS).  

3-4 

METHODS 

Protocol and 

registration 

5 Indicate if a review protocol exists, if and where it can be accessed (e.g., Web 

address), and, if available, provide registration information including 

registration number.  

n/a 
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Section/topic # Checklist item Reported on page 

# 

Eligibility criteria 6 Specify study characteristics (e.g., PICOS, length of follow-up) and report 

characteristics (e.g., years considered, language, publication status) used as 

criteria for eligibility, giving rationale. 

6 

Information 

sources  

7 Describe all information sources (e.g., databases with dates of coverage, 

contact with study authors to identify additional studies) in the search and 

date last searched.  

7 

Search 8 Present full electronic search strategy for at least one database, including any 

limits used, such that it could be repeated. 

4, appendix 

Study selection  9 State the process for selecting studies (i.e., screening, eligibility, included in 

systematic review, and, if applicable, included in the meta-analysis).  

7-8 

Data collection 

process 

10 Describe method of data extraction from reports (e.g., piloted forms, 

independently, in duplicate) and any processes for obtaining and confirming 

data from investigators. 

7-8 

Data items  11 List and define all variables for which data were sought (e.g., PICOS, funding 

sources) and any assumptions and simplifications made. 

7 

Risk of bias in 

individual studies 

12 Describe methods used for assessing risk of bias of individual studies 

(including specification of whether this was done at the study or outcome 

level), and how this information is to be used in any data synthesis. 

n/a 

Summary 

measures 

13 State the principal summary measures (e.g., risk ratio, difference in means).  n/a 
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Section/topic # Checklist item Reported on page 

# 

Synthesis of 

results 

14 Describe the methods of handling data and combining results of studies, if 

done, including measures of consistency (e.g., I2) for each meta-analysis. 

n/a 

Risk of bias across 

studies 

15 Specify any assessment of risk of bias that may affect the cumulative 

evidence (e.g., publication bias, selective reporting within studies).   

n/a 

Additional 

analyses 

16 Describe methods of additional analyses (e.g., sensitivity or subgroup 

analyses, meta-regression), if done, indicating which were pre-specified. 

n/a 

RESULTS 

Study selection 17 Give numbers of studies screened, assessed for eligibility, and included in the 

review, with reasons for exclusions at each stage, ideally with a flow diagram. 

7-8 

Study 

characteristics 

18 For each study, present characteristics for which data were extracted (e.g., 

study size, PICOS, follow-up period) and provide the citations. 

9-24 

Risk of bias within 

studies 

19 Present data on risk of bias of each study and, if available, any outcome-level 

assessment (see Item 12). 

n/a 

Results of 

individual studies 

20 For all outcomes considered (benefits or harms), present, for each study: (a) 

simple summary data for each intervention group and (b) effect estimates 

and confidence intervals, ideally with a forest plot. 

n/a 

Synthesis of 

results  

21 Present results of each meta-analysis done, including confidence intervals 

and measures of consistency. 

n/a 

Risk of bias across 

studies 

22 Present results of any assessment of risk of bias across studies  (see Item 15). n/a 
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Section/topic # Checklist item Reported on page 

# 

Additional analysis 23 Give results of additional analyses, if done (e.g., sensitivity or subgroup 

analyses, meta-regression [see Item 16]). 

n/a 

DISCUSSION 

Summary of 

evidence 

24 Summarize the main findings including the strength of evidence for each 

main outcome; consider their relevance to key groups (e.g., health care 

providers, users, and policy makers). 

25-34 

 

Limitations 25 Discuss limitations at study and outcome level (e.g., risk of bias), and at 

review level (e.g., incomplete retrieval of identified research, reporting bias). 

n/a 

Conclusions 26 Provide a general interpretation of the results in the context of other 

evidence, and implications for future research. 

33-34 

FUNDING 

Funding  27 Describe sources of funding for the systematic review and other support 

(e.g., supply of data); role of funders for the systematic review. 

1 
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